PHOTOSCREENING is ________________________________

World Health Organization Screening guidelines[1] (10 points)

Gold Standard Confirmatory exam for condition: AMBLYOPIA

Uniform Standards[2, 3]

Natural History of Amblyopia: Kinetics[4, 5]


Instrument Referral Criteria

Validation Metrics:

\[
\text{Sensitivity} \quad A/(A+C) \quad \text{Specificity} \quad D/(B+D) \quad \text{PPV} \quad A/(A+B)
\]

ROC Curve

Test re-Test reliability for objective vision screening

AAP Age-based vision screening guidelines

PPV of local objective screening including smartphone

PPV ABCD and Vanderbilt[7], Iowa[8], Anchorage [9, 10], smartphone_____

Photoscreening is ___________________________ without _______________________